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Exclusive Podcast Academy training now available in a book!
Podcast Academy, the leader in audio/video podcast and new
media education, brings you their first book, Podcast
Academy: The Business Podcasting Book, based on their
seminars. Written by industry experts, this book brings you
practical experience that you can apply to your own business.
It covers planning, content creation, legal considerations,
branding, marketing, advertising, monetization, and much
more. The authors and contributors have been behind many
of the earliest corporate podcasts and share their knowledge,
success, and real-world experience with you. Podcasting is
changing the way organizations are communicating with their
customers, prospects and the media. It is an essential new
medium for any company looking to extend their
communications outreach, and expand their brand
awareness. This applies for companies, organizations,
charities, schools and groups that range in size from small to
Fortune 500 enterprises. If you are thinking about podcasting
as a medium for your organization, The Business Podcasting
Book will give you a solid understanding of how to create your
own company's voice, measure your efforts and maximize
your opportunity. Implement your podcasting strategy now!
Brand Bewitchery is for leaders of purpose-driven brands who
seek a proven system to clarify their brand story, amplify their
impact and simplify their life. The book guides readers
through the Story Cycle System(TM) to craft their overarching
brand narrative, a process that has grown business by as
much as 600 percent. But how you tell your story is critical to
success. Brand Bewitchery also includes two dynamic story
structures. Readers will learn the And, But & Therefore
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foundational narrative framework to focus all of their
messaging for more compelling communications. Plus, they
will apply the Five Primal Elements of a short story to create a
big impact. Brand Bewitchery features 12 precise story
quests: individual and team-building exercises that help the
brand creator find, craft and tell true stories that sell. These
real-life stories not only support their new brand narrative
crafted within these pages but ensure their content hacks
through the noise to hook the hearts of their customers.
When finished with this guide book, readers will have
revealed their most powerful stories for their personal brand
to grow their influence and their business brand to generate a
measurable increase in sales while increasing the productivity
of their people and enhancing lives in the communities they
serve. The storytelling structures in Brand Bewitchery, tested
over more than a decade through hundreds of businesses
and the thousands of people, simply help leaders excel
through the stories they tell.
Brian Kurtz is the bridge connecting the bedrock
fundamentals of direct response marketing to the state-of-theart strategies, tactics, and channels of today. Overdeliver
distills his expertise from working in the trenches over almost
four decades to help readers build a business that maximizes
both revenue and relationships. Marketing isn't everything,
according to Brian Kurtz. It's the only thing. If you have a
vision or a mission in life, why not share it with millions
instead of dozens? And while you are sharing it with as many
people as possible and creating maximum impact, why not
measure everything and make all of your marketing
accountable? That's what this book is all about. In the world
of direct marketing, Brian Kurtz has seen it all and done it all
over almost four decades. And he lives by the philosophy,
"Those who did it have a responsibility to teach it." Here's a
small sample of what you'll learn: * The 4 Pillars of Being
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Extraordinary * The 5 Principles of why "Original Source"
matters * The 7 Characteristics that are present in every
world class copywriter * Multiple ways to track the metrics that
matter in every campaign and every medium, online and
offline * Why customer service and fulfillment are marketing
functions * That the most important capital you own has
nothing to do with money * And much more Whether you're
new to marketing or a seasoned pro, this book gives you a
crystal-clear road map to grow your business, make more
money, maximize your impact in your market, and love what
you're doing while you're doing it. Kurtz takes you inside the
craft to help you use all the tools at your disposal--from the
intricate relationship between lists, offers, and copy, to
continuity and creating lifetime value, to the critical
importance of multichannel marketing and more--so you can
succeed wildly, exceed all your expectations, and overdeliver
every time.
How do you build a business that thrives during good times
and bad? Is there a strategy that can set up your company up
for success, no matter what curveballs the world may throw
your way? There is: Turn customers into repeat customers,
and turn repeat customers into loyal customers. Renowned
customer service and experience expert Shep Hyken
maintains that delivering an amazing customer service
experience that keeps customers coming back for more is
everyone’s job. Customer service is not a department. It’s
not just for people on the front lines. It’s the responsibility of
everyone in the organization, from the CEO or owner of a
business to the most recently hired employee. It’s the result
of a customer-focused philosophy that must be baked into the
culture. And it is what separates you from your competition. In
I’ll Be Back you will learn… How to design and create an
experience that gets customers to return, again and again
The one trackable trend that leaders must monitor every
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morning The difference between repeat customers and loyal
customers How to build the I’ll Be Back culture How
delivering an amazing customer experience is within the
reach of every organization The two simple words that are the
secret to every customer service program Why most “loyalty
programs” fail to create customer loyalty How to personalize
the customer experience Why setting up or expanding selfservice and digital customer service choices are is a must,
not an option Ten loyalty killers that can terminate your
relationship with your customers And much more! This book
includes the must-have tools, tactics and strategies you need
to get your customers to say, “I’ll be back!”
DIGITAL POLLUTION IS THE PROBLEM. HUMANCENTERED COMMUNICATION IS THE SOLUTION. We’re
spending more time than ever in virtual environments. That
will only increase, as will the amount of noise we encounter
there. The seemingly endless series of unwelcome digital
distractions range from frustrating to dangerous. As
individuals and businesses, we not only spend time and
energy managing this digital pollution, we often create it. At
risk are relationships and revenue. The only viable way
forward is to be more thoughtful, intentional, and personal.
Human-Centered Communication provides a philosophy and
practice to help you connect in more meaningful and effective
ways with prospects, customers, team members, and every
stakeholder in your success. Learn to: Break through the
noise and earn attention Build trust and create engagement
Enhance your reputation with both people and algorithms The
concepts and models in this book apply to any form or
channel of communication, but human centricity favors video.
More visual and emotional than faceless digital
communication, video enhances tone, intent, subtlety,
nuance, and meaning. Learn to be clearer and more
confident on camera in live video calls, meetings, and
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presentations, as well as in recorded video emails, social
messages, and text messages. The authors of the bestselling
Rehumanize Your Business join with eleven industry-leading
experts from companies like Salesforce, HubSpot, and
RE/MAX to lead the growing conversation on leveraging
human strengths in an increasingly digital world. The brightest
future is tech-enabled, but authors Ethan Beute and Stephen
Pacinelli show that it’s also human-centered. The experts
studied, interviewed, and featured: Jacco van der Kooij,
Founder of Winning by Design Dan Hill, PhD, President of
Sensory Logic Mathew Sweezey, Director of Market Strategy
at Salesforce Julie Hansen, Creator of the Selling on Video
Master Class Adam Contos, CEO of RE/MAX Lauren Bailey,
Founder and President of Factor 8 and #GirlsClub Mario
Martinez Jr, Founder and CEO of Vengreso Viveka von
Rosen, Cofounder and Chief Visibility Officer at Vengreso
Shep Hyken, Customer Service and Customer Experience
Expert Morgan J Ingram, Director of Sales Execution at JB
Sales Training Dan Tyre, sales executive and founding team
member at HubSpot Among the themes addressed: Trust and
relationships Communication and connection Service and
value Text and video Noise and pollution Among the types of
videos in which you’ll become more confident and effective:
Live, synchronous video meetings Recorded, asynchronous
video messages Video calls and video presentations Video in
emails and text messages Video in social feeds and social
messages Video for specific individuals and large groups
Video for known audiences and anonymous masses Video
for prospects, customers, employees, and other stakeholders
For immediate benefits and for long-term reputation, now is
the time to get ahead of and stay ahead of ever-increasing
digital noise and pollution - with Human-Centered
Communication.
Real-time conversations turn leads into customers
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Conversational Marketing is the definitive guide to generating
better leads and closing more sales. Traditional sales and
marketing methods have failed to keep pace with the way
modern, internet-savvy consumers purchase goods and
services. Modern messaging apps, which allow for real-time
conversations and instant feedback, have transformed the
way we interact in our personal and professional lives, yet
most businesses still rely on 20th century technology to
communicate with 21st century customers. Online forms,
email inquiries, and follow-up sales calls don’t provide the
immediacy that modern consumers expect. Conversational
marketing and sales are part of a new methodology centered
around real-time, one-on-one conversations with customers
via chatbots and messaging. By allowing your business to
communicate with customers in real time—when it’s most
convenient for them—conversational marketing improves the
customer experience, generates more leads, and helps you
convert more leads into customers. Conversational Marketing
pioneers David Cancel and Dave Gerhardt explain how to:
Merge inbound and outbound tactics into a more productive
dialog with customers Integrate conversational marketing
techniques into your existing sales and marketing workflow
Face-to-face meetings, phone calls, and email exchanges
remain important to customer relations, but adding a layer of
immediate, individual conversation drives the customer
experience—and sales—sky-high.
This timely book is a sequel to John Grant’s Green Marketing
Manifesto which was the award winning and bestselling
definitive guide to green marketing (and not greenwashing) in
the previous wave of eco marketing in 2007. In 2019, climate
change is right back at the top of the public agenda. Greta
Thunberg and Extinction Rebellion are front page news. The
UK, EU and other governments have declared a climate
emergency. 181 CEOs of American companies - including
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Walmart, Amazon and Apple - signed a Business Round
Table declaration saying that the purpose of corporations is
not just to make money for shareholders, but to improve
society, care for the environment and be ethical. Unilever
CEO Alan Jope says they will dispose of brands that don’t
have a bigger purpose. Concerns like ocean plastic (the
‘Blue Planet effect’) have upped the pace of change. With
ambitious responses such as refills stations, unpackaged
goods, super-materials from wood fibre and seaweed and a
new ‘milkman for groceries’ reusable packaging service
called Loop. Sustainable brands are now outperforming
others in most markets. Eco challenger brands like VEJA and
Allbirds are ‘the new cool’. While Adidas showed (with
Parlay ocean plastic shoes) you can also create a billion
dollar mainstream offer. Even banking is changing, with rapid
growth in ESG and Impact Investing. Plus, the $40Bn
overnight success of sustainability linked loans to companies
like Philips and Prada. How can marketing and the creative
industries respond? Even Extinction Rebellion thinks we can
play a positive role – although XR also say it has to go
beyond banning plastic straws - if we can only manage to tell
the truth and lead the change. Hundreds of creative agencies
and brands came out on climate strike and donated ideas: Or
in the case of Patagonia donated their entire $10m tax
windfall to environmental causes. But what now? How do you
set a positive course? In this book we look at some of the
leaders – brands like Patagonia and Max Burgers aiming to
be climate positive. And we look at brands who have found a
fresh sense of purpose by championing a relevant cause. The
book is packed with case studies, tools, research insights.
Covering issues like eco labelling, transparency, circular
economy, rebound effects, impact investment, new coalitions
and developments ranging from sustainable finance, to
blockchain and traceability, to regenerative farming. One key
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theme that carries over from the Green Marketing Book is that
marketers need to know their facts if attempts are not to be
superficial. When you know 95% of the energy footprint of a
mobile phone is in manufacturing and materials (not charging
the battery) you know that getting people to dim their screen
won’t save much CO2. But that getting them to keep their
phone in use for an extra year is a huge win for the planet.
The ultimate goal is to go beyond marketing that simply looks
good, and to create a vision of marketing that does good.
Uncover strategies for sustainable marketing that actually
deliver on green and social objectives, not just greenwashing
Reconceptualise marketing and business models, and learn
to recognise the commercial strategies and approaches that
are no longer fit for purpose Learn how hot topics like the
climate crisis, single use plastics, and blockchain technology
influence green and social marketing Read examples and
case studies from both brand leaders and challengers that
have developed innovations and fresh creative approaches to
green and social marketing Get practical tools, models, facts,
plus strategy, workshop and project processes and business
case rationales - so that you can build your own plans and
proposals This book is intended to assist marketers, by
means of clear and practical guidance, through a comp
A domestic strategy and only one language means lost
revenue and missed opportunities. Your business could be
exploding on a global level. If your business wants
international growth across borders into global industries,
pursuing buyers without considering their culture or by using
a machine translation hurts your efforts. A solid strategy with
high-quality, culturally adapted content and translations
connects you to prospective buyers online and leads to
completed sales. To convert more website visitors into loyal
customers and increase profits, you need the correct content
in the globalized or localized language for your target
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audience. In The Language of Global Marketing, Rapport
International President Wendy Pease provides the roadmap
for business-builders to find new revenue from a global
audience with the right quality content and tools. Filled with
easy-to-understand strategies and solutions to real-life
situations, this is your guide to successful international
expansion through global inbound marketing and translation
services. You'll discover: How to align your expansion plans,
communications, and brand with your company's digital
marketing plan Four key components to build a successful
Translation Management Plan Secrets to receiving better
quality and more culturally appropriate translations from your
translator Nine tactics to optimize your website and translate
data for global SEO in your target market Interpreter options
when you need to speak to your customers Huge advantages
of cultivating a diverse workforce while expanding globally
Connect with your buyers across every language and culture
- no passport or overseas travel necessary. Get The
Language of Global Marketing now and speak the language
of success for your organization!

Create breakthrough marketing campaigns that
achieve staggering consumer response rates by
harnessing the power of R.E.D. Marketing: a
transparent and flexible methodology from the CEO
and CMO of marketing powerhouse Yum!
Brands—Taco Bell, KFC, Pizza Hut—with a genuine
track record of success. Sidestep the other
marketing books, courses, articles, and even TED
talks that offer hypothetical explanations that sound
sensible. Embrace the proven, systematic approach
of RED Marketing, which the recent CEO and
current CMO of Yum!Page
Brands
applied to lead Taco
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Bell and KFC to double digit growth—no PhD
required! In 2011, Greg Creed had just been
elevated from President to CEO of Taco Bell, a
brand in deep distress at the time. It was on his
shoulders to turn things around quickly along with coauthor and CMO, Ken Muench. Together they
developed the R.E.D (Relevance, Ease,
Distinctiveness) method. It’s simple methodology
does not require complicated terms and a PhD to
understand, it’s actually quite simple—marketing
works in three very different ways: Relevance—Is it
relevant to the marketplace? Ease—Is it easy to
access and use? Distinction—Does it stand out from
competition? Combining actual examples from Yum!
and other recognizable brands of every size around
the world; the latest findings in marketing,
neuroscience, and behavioral economics; and the
author’s own experience marketing three different
brands across 120 countries—your brand can set and
achieve a truly breakthrough marketing campaign
utilizing R.E.D Marketing.
Break through your brand's invisible barrier.Has your
business hit a wall? Have you struggled to figure out
why?Business owners bear the burden of chief
brand builder. You think it will get easier once you
get past start-up mode, but growth brings more to
manage, not less.It's hard to know if you're doing
well. When your numbers climb, they signal success
to you. But then they level off. And refuse to
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budge.Your brand's hit its awkward adolescent
stage. Based on 30 years of marketing experience
and extensive study, brand expert Evelyn Starr
shows you how to identify what holds your brand
back and overcome it. In this groundbreaking book,
you'll discover:?The eight symptoms adolescent
brands display, including identity crisis, oversleeping,
and suffering from FOMO.?Specific questions to
help you diagnose the symptom hindering your
brand.?How brands like FedEx, Netflix, Spotify, and
Crocs navigated their adolescence to emerge
stronger.?What business owners like you have done
to course correct their brands and what worked
best.?Step-by-step guides to help you exit that stage
ready to scale.Finally, you can stop guessing what
your brand needs. With the right pieces in place,
your brand will be ready for its next leap of growth.If
you like sports and entertainment stories, easy-tounderstand explanations, and plenty of examples,
you'll love how this book demystifies your brand
woes and helps you fix them. Get it now to jumpstart your business growth!
While a Vice President at Salesforce, David Priemer
had an epiphany during one of the company's highpressure selling periods: the very sales tactics they
were using were not working on him. Yes, the
numbers still showed results, but through brute force
rather than elegance and efficiency. Priemer also
discovered that his sales colleagues were spending
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far more time on leads that did not convert to sales
than on those that did. His company--and his entire
profession--was acting with more than enough gusto,
but without enough awareness and empathy. They
were not selling the way they buy. Sell the Way You
Buy is about much more than putting yourself in the
customer's shoes. Customers don't always know
what they want or need, or they may be seeking a
solution for something that isn't their core problem.
They suffer from status quo bias, from recency bias,
from confirmation bias. And meanwhile, the state of
overwhelming choice has most products and solution
providers adrift in the "Sea of Sameness." In today's
world, almost everyone is in sales, but as Priemer
realized, we don't teach it. Sell the Way You Buy will
show you how to ask questions, how to listen, how to
tell a compelling brand story, and how to talk to
customers (how to talk to people). Priemer reveals
scientifically supported methods to understand the
customer, identify their needs, and move them
toward the right solution--all the while teaching you
to avoid all the reasons why the average person
doesn't like salespeople. In short, to sell the way you
buy.
A STEP-BY-STEP SYSTEM FOR CREATING
CUSTOMERS AND CLIENTS FOR LIFE. It is more
difficult than ever for businesses and marketing
professionals to cut through the noise to create
relationships with their customers. Organizations that
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focus on converting their customers to members and
helping them achieve the lasting transformation they
are seeking rather than simply offering the
transaction of the moment are winning. The Ultimate
Marketing Engine promises to teach readers how to
develop a system to take every customer from where
they are to where they want to be by building on the
innovative principles first brought to the marketing
world in Duct Tape Marketing and honed over three
decades of working with thousands of businesses.
Introducing the Customer Success Track The
Ultimate Marketing Engine introduces an innovative
new approach to marketing strategy that will
transform how readers view their business, their
marketing and perhaps, even how they view every
customer. Readers will learn: Why strategy must
come before tactics. How to narrow your focus and
choose only ideal customers. Why no one wants
what you sell – and what they actually want. How to
use story and narrative as the voice of strategy. How
to construct the perfect customer journey. How to
grow your business with your customers. This book
will help readers take control of their marketing while
creating ridiculously consistent business growth.
The Influencer Code is the essential reference for
any company looking to leverage the power of
influencers to elevate their brand and grow their
business. From Fortune 500s to local fitness studios,
whether you offer financial services or sell donuts,
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reaching today's consumers is more complicated
than ever. More and more, marketers are reaching
out to people who style themselves "influencers":
those people who have a big—and, more
importantly—loyal audience ready to hear what they
have to say about anything. Yet despite "influencer
marketing" fast becoming one of the biggest buzz
terms of the decade, it couldn't be more
misunderstood. Written by an accomplished
entrepreneur, professor, and award-winning
YouTube star, The Influencer Code breaks down the
biggest myths that brands are getting wrong and
shows you how to get it right by defining and
showcasing what true influencer marketing is and
how to leverage it to achieve your business goals in
a simple yet powerful 3-step code. The Influencer
Code simplifies the complex world of influencer
marketing, covering how to research, evaluate, and
employ the right influencers for their markets, as well
as how to legally and strategically integrate them into
marketing campaigns to achieve specific goals. The
future of marketing depends on forming authentic
partnerships between brands and influencers. The
go-to resource for all things influencer marketing,
The Influencer Code is your shortcut to making that
future a reality.
A practical, easy-to-use guide to transform business
communications into memorable narratives that drive
conversations—and your career—forward In Everyday
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Business Storytelling: Create, Simplify, and Adapt A
Visual Narrative for Any Audience, visual storytelling
experts Janine Kurnoff and Lee Lazarus leverage
decades of experience helping executives at the
world's top brands—including Facebook, Nestle,
Accenture, and Marriot—bring clarity and meaning to
their business communications. Whether you're
building a presentation, crafting a high-stakes email,
or need to influence decisions in your next meeting
with an executive, Everyday Business Storytelling
offers an insightful exploration of how to develop
compelling business narratives. You'll discover how
to use a simple, repeatable framework to
choreograph your ideas, data, and insights into an
authentic, persuasive story. You'll also find clever
visual techniques to help humanize your stories and
build an emotional connection with your audience.
Just a few of the things you'll learn include: The
science behind why storytelling is the most effective
way to trigger emotion in an audience and how to
craft a business narrative that makes your ideas
engaging The four signposts of storytelling and how
to identify and weave in your BIG idea to capture
attention How to craft expert headlines that guide
your audience and advance your story Everyday
Business Storytelling is an indispensable guide to
making your communications stick in the minds of
your audience and drive change. If you're a busy,
talented businessperson responsible for
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presentations, one-pagers, emails, or virtual
meetings, this book is for you.
RE:Think Innovation makes coming up with great
ideas everybody’s business. People think innovation
isn’t sustainable, so they make it much harder than
it has to be. Experts portray it as confusing and
complicated so they can charge big fees. Executives
make it intimidating and complex, so they appear
smarter and important. Traditional innovators imply
you need a special degree or training to know how to
do it right. The truth is, consistently coming up with
great ideas isn’t a talent one is born with or a skill
that takes years to learn. It’s actually a simple
5-step framework that anyone can follow to look at
the work that they do differently, and have a bigger
impact on the people they serve. RE:Think
Innovation answers the question of how to tie
individual competence with innovation techniques to
direct corporate outcomes. Within its pages, Carla
Johnson shows how to create a unified, idea-driven
employee base that delivers more ideas in a shorter
amount of time. Ultimately, this is the path that
makes organizations genuinely nimble, passionate,
innovative powerhouses that deliver extraordinary
outcomes for sustained periods of time.
Have you ever wondered what makes your favorite
nonfiction books so compelling, understandable, or
enjoyable to read? They connect with you, as a
reader. This book will help you recognize and apply
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the methods of your favorite writers to your own
work. Writing To Be Understood is the thinking
writer's guide to effective nonfiction writing
techniques, such as: - Using analogies effectively to
illustrate unseen concepts - Appealing to the
reader's innate curiosity - Balancing humility with
credibility For each topic, the book combines insights
from cognitive science with advice from writers and
expert practitioners in fields of psychology,
technology, economics, medicine, policy, and more.
Whether you're an expert trying to communicate with
a mainstream audience or a nonfiction writer hoping
to reach more people, Writing to be Understood will
help you expand the impact of your words. Gold
medal winner, 2019 Independent Publisher Book
Awards
Understand why podcasting is such a disruptive technology
and unique tool for measuring engagement, and learn how to
implement podcasts into your wider marketing, brand building
and business development strategy.
Is Your Marketing as Simple, Effective, and Affordable as
Duct Tape? Let's face it, as a small business owner, you are
really in the business of marketing. The problem for most
small business owners is that they suffer from "marketing
idea of the week" syndrome instead of implementing a
systematic approach to the problem of small business
marketing. In Duct Tape Marketing, renowned Small Business
Marketing guru John Jantsch shows you how to develop and
execute a marketing plan that will give your business the life
and longevity you knew you could have when you made that
decision to go out on your own. CAREFUL! Duct tape is a
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serious tool... it sticks where you put it. So are the ideas in
this book. If you're ready to make a commitment and are
willing to make something happen, John's book is a great
place to start. --Seth Godin, author of Purple Cow For all
those who wonder why John Jantsch has become the leading
advisor and coach to small businesses everywhere, Duct
Tape Marketing is the answer. I have never read a business
book that is as packed with hands-on, actionable information
as this one. There are takeaways in every paragraph, and the
success of John's blog is living proof that they work. Duct
Tape Marketing should be required reading for anyone who is
building a business, or thinking about it. --Bo Burlingham,
editor-at-large, Inc. magazine, and author of Small Giants:
Companies That Choose To Be Great Instead of Big Duct
Tape Marketing is a worthy addition to the growing library of
how-to books on small business marketing -- concise, clear,
practical, and packed with great ideas to boost your bottom
line. --Bob Bly, author of The White Paper Handbook With the
world suffering from depleted reserves of trust, a business
that sells plenty of it every day tends to create the most value.
The great thing about trust as a product feature is that it
delivers exceptional returns. With this book, John Jantsch has
zeroed in on exactly what small businesses need to sell every
day, every hour. --Ben McConnell, co-author of Creating
Customer Evangelists: How Loyal Customers Become a
Volunteer Sales Force John Jantsch has provided small
businesses with the perfect perspective for maximizing all
marketing activities - offline and on. Jantsch has the plan to
help you thrive in the world of business today. Read it, all
your competitors will. --John Battelle, cofounding editor or
Wired and author of The Search: How Google and Its Rivals
Rewrote the Rules of Business and Transformed Our Culture
Duct Tape Marketing is a great read for anyone in business. It
has fresh ideas laid out in a practical and useable way. I
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highly recommend this book for growing any business. --Dr.
Ivan Misner, Founder of BNI and Co-author of the New York
Times bestseller, Masters of Networking
Presents original research documenting the size and nature
of the 'sea of sameness' consumers face, and delivers a
framework to help organizations rise above it, differentiate
themselves, and deliver value.
From Mike Michalowicz, bestselling author of Profit First,
Clockwork, and Fix This Next, a practical and proven guide to
standing out in a crowded market. Many business owners are
frustrated because they feel invisible in a crowded
marketplace. They know they are better than their
competitors, but when they focus on that fact, they get little in
return. That's because, to customers, better is not actually
better. Different is better. And those who market differently,
win. In his new marketing book, Mike Michalowicz offers a
proven, no-bullsh*t method to position your business, service,
or brand to get noticed, attract the best prospects, and
convert those opportunities into sales. Told with the same
humor and straight-talk that's gained Michalowicz an army of
ardent followers, with actionable insights drawn from stories
of real life entrepreneurs, this book lays out a simple, doable
system based on three critical questions every entrepreneur
and business owner must ask about their marketing: 1. Does
it differentiate? 2. Does it attract? 3. Does it direct? Get
Different is a game-changer for everyone who struggles to
grow because their brand, message, product or service
doesn't stand out and connect with customers--the longanticipated answer to the defining business challenge of our
time.
Game-changing new strategies to outsmart, outmaneuver,
and outsell your competition! Salespeople face fierce
competition in their pursuit of winning deals. Differences in
product features and functions get smaller by the minute and
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are not always meaningful to buyers. How do you stand out
from the pack and not just land the account, but win deals at
the prices you want? Lee B. Salz’s previous groundbreaking, bestselling book, Sales Differentiation, armed
salespeople with strategies to differentiate both what they sell
and how they sell it. Sell Different! provides a new component
of Sales Differentiation strategy to help you outsmart,
outmaneuver, and outsell the competition to win more deals
at the prices you want. This book provides you with the tools
you need to land new accounts and grow existing ones. The
practical, proven strategies presented in Sell Different!
include: How to defeat your toughest competitor (hint: it’s not
who you think it is) An actionable 16-phase plan to reach and
engage elusive prospects Finding more of your best clients
(it’s easier than you think) Acquiring more referrals than you
ever dreamed possible Virtual selling and how to harness its
potential Neutralizing the fear of change that paralyzes
buyers and kills deals Structuring pilot programs that advance
your deals Identifying the critical person needed to win more
deals at the prices you want Solving closing problems and
fixing the real issue limiting your success Dissecting and
resolving the most challenging sales objection — price! What
99.999% of salespeople don’t do, but should Expanding
account relationships to explode revenue and lock out the
competition How to address a major flaw when comparing
salespeople with professional athletes And much, much
more! If you are a salesperson, executive, or business owner
who desires to win more deals at the prices you want, then
this book is for you.
An expert-preneur's guide to building your audience Your
experiences and expertise can make a profound difference in
someone else's life. But to create a profitable business from
your stories, you need to say good-bye to rapid strategy
switching and hello to a simple plan for growing your
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audience. In this entertaining how-to guide, marketing mentor
Nikki Nash reveals a straightforward, three-step process for
generating audience growth and consistent revenue. Through
it, you will: -- Pinpoint who wants to pay for your expertise -Discover how to capture your audience's attention -- Create a
plan for generating a consistent flow of leads -- Build your
sales system for a sustainable business -- Develop a road
map for keeping customers year after year This in-depth
coaching session provides you with the clear action steps for
creating and validating a marketing plan that aligns with your
unique business vision, creating the pathway to
discoverability and success.
Supercharge your marketing strategy with data analytics In
Data-First Marketing: How to Compete & Win in the Age of
Analytics, distinguished authors Miller and Lim demystify the
application of data analytics to marketing in any size
business. Digital transformation has created a widening gap
between what the CEO and business expect marketing to do
and what the CMO and the marketing organization actually
deliver. The key to unlocking the true value of marketing is
data – from actual buyer behavior to targeting info on social
media platforms to marketing’s own campaign metrics. Data
is the next big battlefield for not just marketers, but also for
the business because the judicious application of data
analytics will create competitive advantage in the Age of
Analytics. Miller and Lim show marketers where to start by
leveraging their decades of experience to lay out a step-bystep process to help businesses transform into data-first
marketing organizations. The book includes a selfassessment which will help to place your organization on the
Data-First Marketing Maturity Model and serve as a guide for
which steps you might need to focus on to complete your own
transformation. Data-First Marketing: How to Compete & Win
in the Age of Analytics should be used by CMOs and heads
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of marketing to institute a data-first approach throughout the
marketing organization. Marketing staffers can pick up
practical tips for incorporating data in their daily tasks using
the Data-First Marketing Campaign Framework. And CEOs or
anyone in the C-suite can use this book to see what is
possible and then help their marketing teams to use data
analytics to increase pipeline, revenue, customer loyalty –
anything that drives business growth.
#1 Wall Street Journal Bestseller Instant New York Times
Bestseller A game-changing approach to marketing, sales,
and advertising. Seth Godin has taught and inspired millions
of entrepreneurs, marketers, leaders, and fans from all walks
of life, via his blog, online courses, lectures, and bestselling
books. He is the inventor of countless ideas that have made
their way into mainstream business language, from
Permission Marketing to Purple Cow to Tribes to The Dip.
Now, for the first time, Godin offers the core of his marketing
wisdom in one compact, accessible, timeless package. This is
Marketing shows you how to do work you're proud of,
whether you're a tech startup founder, a small business
owner, or part of a large corporation. Great marketers don't
use consumers to solve their company's problem; they use
marketing to solve other people's problems. Their tactics rely
on empathy, connection, and emotional labor instead of
attention-stealing ads and spammy email funnels. No matter
what your product or service, this book will help you reframe
how it's presented to the world, in order to meaningfully
connect with people who want it. Seth employs his signature
blend of insight, observation, and memorable examples to
teach you: * How to build trust and permission with your
target market. * The art of positioning--deciding not only who
it's for, but who it's not for. * Why the best way to achieve
your goals is to help others become who they want to be. *
Why the old approaches to advertising and branding no
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longer work. * The surprising role of tension in any decision to
buy (or not). * How marketing is at its core about the stories
we tell ourselves about our social status. You can do work
that matters for people who care. This book shows you the
way.

Gain Influence and Deliver Results Sway turns marketing
professionals into powerhouses by showing them how to
build a strategic framework that enables greater
proficiency and leads to growing levels of influence. This
framework is the G.R.I.T. Marketing Method created by
Christina Del Villar. By looking at marketing from the goto-market strategy perspective, G.R.I.T. goes beyond the
basics to illustrate how marketing professionals can
successfully influence this strategy based on overall
corporate goals. Readers will learn how to align the go-tomarket strategy, customer journey, and marketing
strategy. From there, they will learn how to build a Map
of Influence that identifies all the ways they can make an
impact. These strategies and tactics help marketing
professionals deploy more effective, impactful programs
and develop smarter campaigns that significantly
increase profitability for their company. With G.R.I.T.
(and a dose of sparkle), Sway provides a platform to
empower marketing professionals to have more
influence, be more effective, add value, and show their
impact. This platform helps them become indispensable,
driving success at higher and higher levels. And who
wouldn't want that?
"Covering the latest and breaking news in Facebook
advertising, this updated edition introduces revised,
expanded, and new chapters covering fundamentals,
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Newsfeed ads, sidebar ads, and BIG data. In addition,
advertisers are taken farther than just Facebook itself.
Marshall and coauthors provide priceless insight into the
audience, exploring what was happening before the
visitor clicked on an ad and what needs to happen after ten seconds later, ten minutes later, and in the following
days and weeks. Presented in the same step-by-step
format that made Marshall's Ultimate Guide to Google
AdWords a top seller, this book guides online marketers
with a potential audience of 1.11 billion people via a
completely different, unbelievably powerful online
advertising channel. Facebook presents enhanced tools
and exciting opportunities to capture clicks and create
brand-loyal customers"-This essential guide, based on the author's extensive
experience in Internet marketing and podcasting,
outlines proven strategies for driving traffic to a podcast
Web site and turning one-time visitors into long-term
subscribers. The book covers pertinent topics such as
how to get the best results from podcast directories;
choosing an eye-catching title; writing an effective
description; and much more.
Imagine a world where people loved going to work
thanks to leaders who were inspiring, supportive and
create a culture that lifts each team member up. If this
has not been your experience, you are not alone. There
are, however, companies and leaders that lead and lift
their team and their organizations. Learn Lead Lift was
written to inspire leaders and give them a framework for
being /becoming great leaders who create teams where
every person is valued and encouraged to fulfill their
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potential. The kind of workplace you are excited to enter
each day. In her work with organizations of all sizes and
industries, author Wendy Ryan noticed leaders
struggling with the same things. It made no difference if
they were leaders in the private sector, government
agencies, startups or non-profits. Successful
organizations today are increasingly aware they must
continuously change and evolve to remain relevant, and
a key part of every leader's role is to build their individual
and organizational capacity for ongoing transformation.
In response to this Ryan developed the 3T Model, an
empowering mindset for leaders, which supports
decision making and resource allocation by Tolerating,
Transforming or Transcending. When you apply the 3T
Model to issues like systemic racism or any other form of
institutionalized oppression, it quickly becomes clear that
Transforming is not only the right option - it is the only
option. Learn Lead Lift offers a nod to some of the
greatest thought leaders of our time while illuminating
author Ryan's unique insights and frameworks for
success that all leaders can grow from. It provides a
clear-eyed view into what it means to be a leader today the must-have mindsets, skill sets and behaviors you
need to make a positive impact through leadership, no
matter whether you are just starting out or have been in
a leadership role for years. Ryan illustrates her ideas
through fascinating true stories from her work and
interviews with artists and entrepreneurs, athletes and
investors, educators and executives, and more.
Transform your organization using Agile principles with
this proven framework The Six Disciplines of Agile
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Marketing provides a proven framework for applying
Agile principles and processes to marketing. Written by
celebrated consultant Jim Ewel, this book provides a
concise, approachable, and adaptable strategy for the
implementation of Agile in virtually any marketing
organization. The Six Disciplines of Agile Marketing
discusses six key areas of practical concern to the
marketer who hopes to adopt Agile practices in their
organization. They include: Aligning the team on
common goals Structuring the team for greater efficiency
Implementing processes like Scrum and Kanban in
marketing Validated Learning Adapting to Change
Creating Remarkable Customer Experiences The Six
Disciplines of Agile Marketing also discusses four shifts
in beliefs and behaviors necessary to achieving an Agile
transformation in marketing organizations. They include:
A shift from a focus on outputs to one based on
outcomes A shift from a campaign mentality to one
based on continuous improvement A shift from an
internal focus to a customer focus
Time is limited. Attention is scarce. Are you engaging
your customers? Apple Stores, Disney, LEGO,
Starbucks. Do these names conjure up images of mere
goods and services, or do they evoke something
more--something visceral? Welcome to the Experience
Economy, where businesses must form unique
connections in order to secure their customers'
affections--and ensure their own economic vitality. This
seminal book on experience innovation by Joe Pine and
Jim Gilmore explores how savvy companies excel by
offering compelling experiences for their customers,
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resulting not only in increased customer allegiance but
also in a more profitable bottom line. Translated into
thirteen languages, The Experience Economy has
become a must-read for leaders of enterprises large and
small, for-profit and nonprofit, global and local. Now with
a brand-new preface, Pine and Gilmore make an even
stronger case for experiences as the critical link between
a company and its customers in an increasingly
distractible and time-starved world. Filled with detailed
examples and actionable advice, The Experience
Economy helps companies create personal, dramatic,
and even transformative experiences, offering the script
from which managers can generate value in ways
aligned with a strong customer-centric strategy.
THE BESTSELLING AUTHOR OF PITCH ANYTHING IS
BACK TO FLIP YOUR ENTIRE APPROACH TO
PERSUASION. Is there anything worse than a highpressure salesperson pushing you to say "yes" (then
sign on the dotted line) before you're ready? If there's
one lesson Oren Klaff has learned over decades of
pitching, presenting, and closing long-shot, high-stakes
deals, it's that people are sick of being marketed and
sold to. Most of all, they hate being told what to think.
The more you push them, the more they resist. What
people love, however, is coming up with a great idea on
their own, even if it's the idea you were guiding them to
have all along. Often, the only way to get someone to
sign is to make them feel like they're smarter than you.
That's why Oren is throwing out the old playbook on
persuasion. Instead, he'll show you a new approach that
works on this simple insight: Everyone trusts their own
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ideas. If, rather than pushing your idea on your buyer,
you can guide them to discover it on their own, they'll
believe it, trust it, and get excited about it. Then they'll
buy in and feel good about the chance to work with you.
That might sound easier said than done, but Oren has
taught thousands of people how to do it with a series of
simple steps that anyone can follow in any situation. And
as you'll see in this book, Oren has been in a lot of
different situations. He'll show you how he got a
billionaire to take him seriously, how he got a venture
capital firm to cough up capital, and how he made a
skeptical Swiss banker see him as an expert in banking.
He'll even show you how to become so compelling that
buyers are even more attracted to you than to your
product. These days, it's not enough to make a great
pitch. To get attention, create trust, and close the deal,
you need to flip the script.
There’s a new truth in B2B marketing: if you want to
move products, you need to move minds. Most
companies suffer from a delusion, and it’s this: that
buyers always make decisions in a rational, logical, and
economic way. The result is a slew of features-driven
B2B marketing that few people really care about. In
recent years B2B customers have evolved. The don’t
just want to buy from businesses anymore, they want to
buy into them. The problem is too few B2B companies
realize this. They continue with the same product-centric
marketing that increases revenue by a percentage point
here and there. It seems safe but it’s dangerously shortsighted, because it doesn’t deliver the transformational
and long-term growth that makes businesses category
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leaders. It’s even more important to address this issue
at such a critical and delicate moment in the world
economy. Marketing leaders require strategies that have
an exponential, rather than an incremental, effect on
brand, marketing and sales, and to implement them they
need the new super-skills this book teaches. This
involves establishing a core purpose, shifting the focus
from products to people, from features to feelings and
from messaging to storytelling, acknowledging that neuro
science has proved that people buy on emotion and
justify with fact. In other words, it requires a completely
different mindset to the one that’s prevalent right now,
one that we call ‘Humanizing B2B’.
Video can help you close the deal in a virtual world and
this book from award winning marketer and author
Marcus Sheridan will show you how. With practical
advice and step by step instructions, this is the ultimate
guide to selling over video - no matter how much you
hate watching yourself on the screen. More than ever
before, buyers and consumers are demanding for more
video. Just "reading" about a product, service, or
company will no longer do the trick. Today, they must
"see" it. Notwithstanding this increased demand for
video, most businesses and organizations have
struggled to quickly adapt. In fact, many have no idea as
to how or where to get started. For this purpose, The
Visual Sale was written. Finally, businesses and
organizations have a clear guide that will literally show
them, in simple, clear, and actionable terms, exactly how
they can build a culture of video and start "showing it"
moving forward, ultimately leading to a dramatic
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improvement to their sales numbers, marketing strategy,
and overall customer experience.
As marketing roles have continued to expand, marketers
at any level are feeling un-der increasing pressure to
deliver as individuals and teams. This thought-provoking
book argues now is the time to take stock of the
technical skills and latest thinking we must possess to be
at the forefront of our profession. It also looks at the soft
and leadership skills we need to successfully and
authentically lead and deliver for our businesses, brands
and teams. This is all underpinned by the personal
understanding we need to gain clarity and fulfilment, both
in our careers and our lives as a whole. The Whole
Marketer looks through a lens of professional and
personal development. Itis a practical guide that allows
you to review and identify any capability gaps, provides
real time input and shares advice, tools and techniques
to start you on your path to be coming a successful
marketer. This book will help you to become a better
version of yourself today, so you can lead the brands or
businesses of tomorrow. Abigail Dixon’s rich experience
comes from leading teams, consulting and training
hundreds of marketers at various stages of their career
to achieve formal qualifications.
Sales Enablement 3.0 Is Both an Art and Science! There
are no magical silver bullets or single approach that will
guarantee that you will be successful! There is, however,
a formula just like any other success process, program,
or tool that requires a combination of practical
application, trial and error, mixed with a lot of
conversations with Sales leaders to understand their
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wants, needs, and expectations. At its core Sales
Enablement 3.0 Sales Enablement 3.0 is an innovative,
approach focused on increasing sales productivity
through a systematic, personalized, and collaborative
approach designed to support buyers that will fuel the
conversation economy and impact revenue! This book
will provide you with a blueprint that will help you to
navigate the twists and turns that will ultimately lead you
to designing, deploying, measuring and iterating a world
class sales enablement organization. Always remember,
the number one question that every sales enablement
practitioner should ask when approaching a new
company initiative or program is, "What problem are we
trying to solve"? This will keep you out of all of the
"noise" surrounding "training needs". Training is NOT the
answer to all problems and should NEVER be the first
response given. Sales enablement is not what keeps the
doors open in a company, however, I can guarantee you
that poor or lack of strategic, long-term, consistent and
repeatable enablement strategy will lead to the doors
closing! #HopeIsNotAStrategy
Sales have changed in the last 30 years. Gone are the
days of manipulative and pushy salespeople who rely on
charm to get sales. Selling From The Heart is the new
economy where relationships matter and old-school
techniques just don't work anymore. Relationships are
what will fuel your sales funnel and allow you to reach
your sales goals. Social media is a great place to
develop those relationships that lead to sales and Larry
teaches you how to do in a natural way. Let Larry Levine
show you how not to only be yourself, but your best self
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and succeed! In this powerful book, Larry Levine
challenges modern myths about how to approach buyers
and close the sale. He deftly shows you how, in a world
suffering from information overload and technology
fatigue, sales professionals who demonstrate
authenticity and empathy gain an unbeatable competitive
edge. Jeb Blount, CEO SalesGravy.com and Author of
Sales EQ Too many of us (salespeople) look outward for
success and in the most brilliant, down to earth way,
Selling From The Heart reminds us that our success
starts within, not out. In a world of copycats, Larry
Levine, with a softness of a benevolent mentor and the
disarming approach of Fred Rogers, stresses that we
can't win as a copy, but only as an original. "Be YOU!"
The best message the sales world has received in a long
time. Keenan, CEO of A Sales Guy Selling from the
Heart is not really a book about sales. It's a book about
YOU. This is the ultimate playbook for showing up as
yourself, so you can increase your sales. Deb Calvert,
author of DISCOVER Questions® and co-author of Stop
Selling & Start Leading Real sales, real world, real life.
Larry Levine shares what it takes to be an authentically
successful salesperson. Selling From The Heart will
have you probing your own heart, and when you read
and apply the lessons from the book, you'll find yourself
seeing authentically. Mark Hunter, CSP, "The Sales
Hunter" author of High-Profit Prospecting and High-Profit
Selling Selling From The Heart is powerful, refreshing,
and...authentic! Larry Levine and this new book are a
breath of much-needed fresh air. He's the most honest
social selling expert in the business, and this book is
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exactly what sellers need today. Larry shares wisdom
from his years of successful experience, with both blunt
truth and effective advice. You will love his writing style,
stories, and most of all, the increased sales from
implementing his advice! Mike Weinberg, author of New
Sales Simplified, and Sales Management Simplified. In
sales, the heart always comes before the head. What I
love and admire most about Larry Levine is that he sees
the potential in all of us and compels us to act with heart
and authenticity. In Selling From The Heart, Larry draws
upon the wisdom that is both timeless and relevant.
Read it and increase your sales, but more importantly,
connect with yourself and live a more meaningful life.
Shari Levitin, Founder, and CEO of Levitin Group and
author of Heart and Sell-10 Universal Truths Every
Salesperson Needs to Know,
What message do you want or need to share with the
world? Are you ready to add your voice to the
conversation, expand your impact, and influence others
as an author? Get the ideas out of your head and into
the world. Get the Word Out is a guide to writing a
nonfiction book or memoir grounded in a sense of
purpose. This practical and inspiring book offers advice
for every phase of the journey, from clarifying your
concept and owning your authority to drafting the
manuscript and doing the important work after
publishing. Whether you’re an industry thought leader
seeking to expand your impact or someone with a tiny
following and a big idea, this book will help you approach
your book project with clarity, confidence, and
commitment: • Clarity about your message, your
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audience, and your vision for the work • Confidence in
your expertise, authority, and ability to write the book •
Commitment to see the book through to publication and
spread the word beyond If you’re looking for a quick-andeasy recipe or a promise of a best-seller, you won’t find
it here. You will find suggested exercises, original
research from a survey of hundreds of nonfiction
authors, and stories and advice from other authors who
have written meaningful, purposeful books. Many
authors report that they wish they’d written their books
sooner. What are you waiting for?
You can collect all the consumer data in the world, but
it's not worth much if you aren't using it to move your
business forward. Today, marketers and advertisers can
do so much more than launch campaigns and hope for
the best. Thanks to data, they can finally know what
works and doesn't, and use that information to become
more effective in the future. That's where this
groundbreaking marketing guide comes into play. From
POSSIBLE, one of the world's most successful digital
marketing agencies, Does Your Marketing Work? reveals
10 easy-to-understand principles for building a higly
creative organization that thrives on data. You'll learn
how to how to set business goals, inspire great ideas,
find the right people, measure what matters, and act on
insight. The book explains how to evaluate everything
from simple projects to long-term brand vitality--all the
while keeping the field wide open for brilliant creative
work.
How do you build a brand in a time of information
overload where the media are so fragmented that you
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can barely get the attention of your audience? And how
do you ensure that everyone tells the same story on all
those channels? Carlijn Postma takes you to the place
where content is the product and where people know
how to attract and retain an audience: Hollywood. Binge
Marketing is not another stuffy marketing book, but a
refreshing look at marketing in the 21st century. With this
advice handed to you in this book, you can be sure that
people will want to listen to your story. Not just one
episode, but as a loyal and committed reader, viewer or
listener. Compare your brand with the scenario of a very
good television series and consider every single
statement and marketing activity you put out there as an
episode of that series. As a true showrunner you can
build on your own loyal and involved audience.
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